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Abstract—We propose a novel method for detection, synchro-
nization, and Doppler scale estimation for underwater acoustic
communication using orthogonal frequency division multiplex
(OFDM) waveforms. The method involves transmitting two
identical OFDM symbols together with a cyclic prefix, while
the receiver uses a bank of parallel self-correlators matched to
different Doppler scaling factors on waveform dilation or com-
pression. We characterize the receiver operating characteristic in
terms of probability of false alarm and probability of detection,
and analyze the impact of Doppler scale estimation accuracyon
the data transmission performance. We have tested the proposed
method with real data from an experiment at Buzzards Bay, MA,
Dec. 15, 2006. Using only one OFDM preamble, the proposed
method achieves performance similar to an existing method that
uses two linearly-frequency-modulated (LFM) waveforms, one as
a preamble and the other as a postamble. Avoiding the need of
buffering the whole data packet before data demodulation, the
proposed method enables online receiver operation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Offline data processing based on recorded experimental data
is often used to examine various underwater transmission
schemes. Towards the development of anonline underwater
acoustic receiver, detection and synchronization are important,
yet often overlooked tasks.

Synchronization typically entails transmission of a known
preamble prior to the data, which can be easily detected
by the receiver. Existing preambles in underwater telemetry
are almost exclusively based on linearly frequency modulated
(LFM) signals, also known as Chirp signals [1]. The receiver
usually deploys a matched filter to synchronize the known
template with the signal coming from one strong path, while
suppressing other interfering paths. This approach has the
following shortcomings: first, the noise level at the receiver has
to be constantly estimated to achieve a constant false alarmrate
(CFAR), usually accomplished using order statistics; second,
its performance will degrade in the presence of dense and
unknown multipath channels.

In this paper, we propose the use of a preamble that consists
of two identical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) symbols preceded by a cyclic prefix (CP) for under-
water acoustic (UWA) communications. This training pattern
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has been studied extensively in wireless OFDM systems for
radio channels, see e.g., [2], [3], and has been included in
the IEEE 802.11a/g standards [4]. The receiver effectively
correlates the received signal with a delayed version of itself,
since, thanks to the CP structure, the repetition pattern persists
even in the presence of unknown multipath channels [2].
However, the synchronization algorithms that work in wireless
radio channels will not perform well in UWA channels with
large waveform expansion or compression, as the repetition
period changes to an unknown value.

We develop a novel method that utilizes OFDM waveforms
for detection, synchronization, and Doppler scale estimation.
The receiver uses a bank of parallel branches, with each branch
having a self-correlator matched to a different repetitionpe-
riod. Detection is declared when any of the branches leads
to a correlation metric larger than a threshold. The branch
with the largest metric yields a Doppler scale estimate and
a coarse synchronization point. We characterize the receiver
operating characteristics (ROC), and analyze the impact of
Doppler scale estimation accuracy on the data demodulation
performance. Compared with the LFM based alternative, the
proposed approach has the following advantages: (1) the
detection threshold can be preset and does not depend on the
operating SNR; (2) the detection performance is based on the
signal energy fromall paths rather than only a single path; (3)
it enables accurate Doppler scale estimation.

We have tested the proposed method with simulation and
real data from an experiment at Buzzards Bay, MA, Dec.
15, 2006. Using only one OFDM preamble, the proposed
method achieves similar performance on the Doppler scale
estimation accuracy and the bit error rate as the method based
on the LFM pre- and post-ambles. However, the proposed
method avoids the need to buffer the whole data packet before
demodulation, which enables online receiver operation for
multicarrier underwater acoustic communication.

The rest of this paper is as follows. The system model is
presented in Section II, and the proposed receiver algorithm
is described in Section III. Detection performance is derived
in Section IV, and analysis of the impact of Doppler scale
mismatch on the data demodulation performance is carried
out in Section V. Section VI contains performance results,
and Section VII contains the conclusion.



II. SYSTEM MODEL

Zero-padded (ZP) OFDM is preferred for data transmission
to avoid power consumption on the guard intervals [5], [6], [7].
For synchronization purposes, the preamble consists of two
identical OFDM symbols together with a cyclic prefix. The
overall transmission structure is shown in Fig. 1. The OFDM
parameters can be selected independently for the preamble and
data portions.

Suppose thatK0 subcarriers have been used in the preamble,
and one OFDM symbol is of durationT0. The subcarrier
spacing is then1/T0 and the bandwidth isB = K0/T0.
Let fc denote the carrier frequency, andfk = fc + k/T0

denote the frequency for thekth subcarrier in passband, where
k ∈ S = {−K0/2, . . . , K0/2 − 1}. Let Tcp denote the CP
length, and define a rectangular window of lengthTcp + 2T0

as

q(t) =

{

1 t ∈ [−Tcp, 2T0],

0 otherwise.
(1)

The preamble in baseband can be written as

x(t) =
∑

k∈S

s[k]ej2π k
T0

tq(t), (2)

where s[k] is the transmitted symbol on thekth subcarrier.
The passband signal is̃x(t) = Re

{

ej2πfctx(t)
}

.
The channel impulse response for a time-varying multipath

underwater acoustic channel can be described by

c(τ, t) =
∑

p

Ap(t)δ (τ − τp(t)) , (3)

where Ap(t) is the path amplitude andτp(t) is the time-
varying path delay. As in [7], we assume that all paths have
a similar Doppler scaling factora,

τp(t) ≈ τp − at, (4)

and that the path gainsAp, the transmission delayτp and the
Doppler scalea are constant over the duration of the preamble.
When these assumptions do not hold true, part of the useful
signal is treated as additive noise, which increases the overall
noise variance.

When the passband signalx̃(t) goes through the channel
described in (3) and (4), we receive:

ỹ(t) = Re

{

∑

k∈S

s[k]ej2πfk(1+a)t

×
∑

p

Apq
(

(1 + a)t − τp

)

e−j2πfkτp

}

+ ñ(t), (5)

where ñ(t) is the additive noise. Defineτmax = maxp τp,
which is usually less than the CP lengthTcp. Using the
definition of q(t) in (1), we obtain

ỹ(t) = Re

{

∑

k∈S

Hks[k]ej2πfk(1+a)t

}

+ ñ(t),

t ∈ Tcyclic =

[

−Tcp − τmax

1 + a
,

2T0

1 + a

]

, (6)

CP x x
guard
zeros

ZP OFDM ZP OFDM

preamble data transmission

Fig. 1. A preamble, consisting of two identical OFDM symbolsand a cyclic
prefix, precedes the data transmission which uses zero padded OFDM.

whereHk is the channel frequency response atkth subcarrier:

Hk = C(fk), (7)

C(f) =
∑

p

Ape
−j2πfτp . (8)

Converting the passband signalỹ(t) to baseband, such that
ỹ(t) = Re

{

y(t)ej2πfct
}

, we have:

y(t) =
∑

k∈S

Hks[k]e
j2π( k

T0
+afk)t

+ n(t), t ∈ Tcyclic, (9)

wheren(t) is the noise at baseband.

III. T HE PROPOSEDALGORITHM

Our proposed approach is to use a bank of self-correlators,
with each matched to a different periodicity, as shown in
Fig. 2. Detection, synchronization, and Doppler scale estima-
tion are accomplished based on the correlation metrics from
the bank of self-correlators.

The receiver operates on discrete samples. The baseband
signaly(t) is usually oversampled at a multiple of the system
bandwidth with the sampling intervalts = 1/(λB):

y[n] = y(t)|t=nts
. (10)

The proposed algorithm includes the following steps:

S1: Each of theL branches calculates a correlation metric
with one candidate window sizeNl, for each delayd,

M(Nl, d) =

∑d+Nl−1
i=d y∗[i] y[i + Nl]

√

∑d+Nl−1
i=d |y[i]|2 · ∑d+Nl−1

i=d |y[i + Nl]|2
,

(11)
for l = 1, . . . L. The window sizeNl shall be close toλK0,
which is the number of samples of one OFDM symbol when
no Doppler scaling occurs.

S2: A detection is declared if the correlation metric of any
branch exceeds a preset thresholdΓth:

H1 if: max
l

|M(Nl, d)| ≥ Γth (12)

Since the norm of the metric in (11) is between 0 and 1, the
thresholdΓth takes a value from [0,1].

S3: The branch with the largest correlation metric is viewed
as having the best match on the repetition period. Since
Doppler scaling changes the periodT0 to T0/(1 + a), the
Doppler scale factor is estimated as

â =
λK0

N̂
− 1, whereN̂ = arg max

{Nl}
|M(Nl, d)|. (13)
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Fig. 2. To compensate for the time compression/dilation, multiple parallel
branches are used, each tuned to a certain periodNl.

The relative speed between the transmitter and the receiveris
estimated as

v̂ = câ, (14)

wherec is the speed of sound in water. Additional processing
can be used to refine the Doppler scale estimate, as will be
shown later on in Section VI.

S4: Synchronization is performed on the branch that yields
the maximum correlation metric. After the maximum is deter-
mined, the start of transmission is selected as in [2]; starting
from the peak the 80% “shoulders” are found (first sample
of this correlator branch before and after the peak that is
less than 80% of the peak) and the middle is chosen as the
synchronization point. This is beneficial, since due to the CP
structure the correlation metric has a plateau around the peak
[2].

So far, we have described the general procedure of the pro-
posed detection, synchronization, and Doppler scale estimation
algorithm, while some parameters are left to be specified.
Important questions include:

• How to set the detection threshold?
• How many parallel branches are needed? What is the

desired Doppler scale resolution?
We next address these questions by analyzing the detection
performance in Section IV, and the data demodulation perfor-
mance under Doppler scale mismatch in Section V.

IV. RECEIVER OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

We now analyze the false alarm and detection probabilities
of a single branch, as a function of the thresholdΓth and the
Doppler scalea. This will give us an understanding of the
necessary Doppler scale spacing in the parallel self-correlator
structure for detection purposes. Due to over-sampling, the
summations in the metric given in (11) of thelth branch can
be well approximated with continuous time integrals:

M
(

T̂ , t
)

=

∫ t+T̂

t
y(τ)∗y(τ + T̂ ) dτ

√

∫ t+T̂

t |y(τ)|2 dτ ·
∫ t+T̂

t

∣

∣y(τ + T̂ )
∣

∣

2
dτ

, (15)

where
T̂ = Nl · ts =

T0

1 + â
, t = d · ts. (16)

A. Probability of False Alarm

When no signal is present,y(t) = n(t). SinceBT̂ ≈ K0,
we can find a set ofK0 orthonormal basis functions defined
over a period ofT0. Define nt and nt+T̂ as the coefficient
vectors of the continuous waveformsn(τ), τ ∈ [t, t + T̂ ] and
n(τ), τ ∈ [t + T̂ , t + 2T̂ ] projected to the basis functions.
Define their normalized versions as̃nt = nt/‖nt‖ and
ñt+T̂ = nt+T̂ /‖nt+T̂‖. The correlator output (15) can be
simplified to the inner product between two unit-length vectors
as

M
(

T̂ , t
)

= ñ
H
t ñt+T̂ . (17)

Finding the probability of false alarm can now be linked
to the Grassmannian line packing problem in [8]. Specifically,
ñi can be viewed as coordinates of a point on the surface of
a hypersphere with unit radius, centered around the origin.
Since n(t) is additive, white and Gaussian,̃nt and ñt+T̂

are uniformly distributed on the surface of the hypersphere.
Skipping some intermediate steps, which are available in [9],
we obtain the probability of false alarm as:

Pfa = Pr
(

M
(

T̂ , t
)

> Γth

)

= (1 − Γ2
th)K0−1. (18)

Note thatPfa does not depend on the power of the additive
noise. Hence the thresholdΓth can be preset to achieve a
constant false alarm rate independent of the noise level.

B. Probability of Detection

In [2], the absolute value of the correlation metric in the
presence of the signal has been approximated as a Gaussian
random variable to derive some approximate results. We would
like to follow the same principle here. To this end, we propose
to approximate the mean of the correlator output as:

E
{∣

∣

∣
M

(

T̂ , t
) ∣

∣

∣

}

≈ αγ

γ + 1
, (19)

whereγ is the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receiver, and
α is a constant that depends on the Doppler scaling. The
variance is approximately [2]:

Var
{
∣

∣

∣
M

(

T̂ , t
)

∣

∣

∣

}

≈ 2γ3 + 5γ2 + 3γ + 1

2K0(γ + 1)4
. (20)

In the radio channel case|α| = 1 and the variation is only
due to the additive noise. In the underwater channel case, the
constantα is a function of the channel realization and the
Doppler scale mismatch(a− â) (details can be found in [9]):

α ≈
∣

∣

∑

k∈S |Hk|2e−j2πk(a−â)
∣

∣

∑

k∈S |Hk|2
. (21)

Hence, an approximate expression for the probability of de-
tection is

Pd = Pr
{
∣

∣

∣
M

(

T̂ , t
)
∣

∣

∣
≥ Γth

}

≈ Q

(

Γth − µα

σα

)

, (22)

whereQ(x) = (1/
√

2π)
∫ ∞

x
e−t2/2dt.
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Fig. 3. ROC of the detection scheme for different Doppler scale mismatches
a − â = ∆v/c, where K0 = 512, T0 = 42.7 ms, B = 12 kHz, and
γ = 0 dB; plotted are the Gaussian approximation of the probability of
detection and simulated probability of detection for different channels against
the exact probability of false alarm.

C. Numerical Validation

To assess the effect of Doppler scale mismatch on the
detection performance, we simulate using the following steps:

1) Generate the baseband samples via (9) and (10).
2) Compare the statistics of the correlator output at the

signal startt = 0 on the branch withNl = λK0.

To evaluate the performance of a time-dispersive fading chan-
nel, the expression in (21) is averaged over different channel
realizations. We choose a channel profile which loses about 20
dB within 10 ms, with independent complex Gaussian channel
taps at the baseband.

We plot the ROC in Fig. 3. For both AWGN and dispersive
channels, we observe that the simulation results match well
the Gaussian approximation for the chosen speeds and SNR.
The detection performance is superb as long as the speed mis-
match is less than about 1.5 m/s.

V. I MPACT OF DOPPLERSCALE ESTIMATION ACCURACY

We now analyze the performance degradation on data trans-
mission due to Doppler scale mismatch. For data transmission,
we use ZP-OFDM, whose parameters can be chosen indepen-
dently of the preamble. LetT denote the symbol duration,
Tg the guard interval,K the number of subcarriers. The
subcarrier spacing is then1/T and the subcarrier frequencies
are fk = fc + k/T , k = −K/2, . . . , K/2 − 1. The received
signal can be expressed as in (5) but withq(t) replaced by the
zero padding operatorg(t) = 1, t ∈ [0, T ].

A two-step approach to mitigating the channel Doppler
effect was proposed in [7]. The first step is to resampleỹ(t)
in the passband with a resampling factorb, leading to

z̃(t) = ỹ
( t

1 + b

)

. (23)

The baseband version of̃z(t) is

z(t) = ej2π a−b
1+b

fct
∑

k∈S

s[k]ej2π 1+a
1+b

k
T

t

×
[

∑

p

Ape
−j2πfkτpg

(

1 + a

1 + b
t − τp

)

]

+ n(t). (24)

The second step is to perform fine Doppler shift compensation
onz(t) to obtainz(t)e−j2πǫt, whereǫ is the estimated Doppler
shift. Performing ZP-OFDM demodulation, the outputym on
the mth subchannel is

zm =
1

T

∫ T+Tg

0

z(t)e−j2πǫte−j2π m
T

tdt. (25)

Carrying out the integration, we obtain:

zm = C

(

1 + b

1 + a
(fm+ ǫ)

)

∑

k∈S

s[k]̺m,k + vm, (26)

wherevm is the additive noise,C(f) is defined in (8), and

̺m,k =
1 + b

1 + a
· sin(πβm,kT )

πβm,kT
ejπβm,kT , (27)

βm,k = (k − m)
1

T
+

(a − b)fm − (1 + b)ǫ

1 + a
. (28)

The effective SNR on themth subcarrier is

γm =
|̺m,m|2σ2

s

σ2
v

|C
(

1+b
1+a (fm + ǫ)

)

|2
+

∑

k 6=m

|̺m,k|2σ2
s

, (29)

where σ2
s = E[|s[k]|2] and σ2

v = E[|vm|2]. Ignoring the
additive noise, the SNR is bounded by

γm ≤ γ̄m :=
|̺m,m|2

∑

k 6=m |̺m,k|2
(30)

due to self-interference induced by Doppler scale mismatch.
We now evaluate the SNR uppperbound for two cases:

• Case 1: No Doppler shift compensation by settingǫ = 0.
• Case 2: Ideal Doppler shift compensation where

ǫopt =
a − b

1 + b
fc, (31)

such that

βm,k = (k − m)
1

T
+

(a − b)m/T

1 + a
. (32)

We setfc = 27 kHz, B = 12 kHz, K = 1024, T = 85.3
ms, and numerically evaluate the upperboundsγ̄m for ǫ = 0
and ǫ = ǫopt. Fig. 4 shows the bounds for these two cases
respectively, where the speed mis-match after resampling is
∆v ≈ (a − b) · c. To limit the self-noise to be at least20 dB
below the signal power, we need∆v to be less than0.06 m/s
for ǫ = 0, while ∆v can be as large as0.2 m/s for ǫ = ǫopt.
Hence, the fine Doppler compensation step proposed in [7]
improves the system performance substantially in the presence
of Doppler scale mismatch.
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Fig. 4 provides guidelines on the selection of the Doppler
scale spacing of the parallel correlators. For example, as-
suming that the correlator branch closest to the true speed
will yield the maximum metric, then with fine Doppler shift
compensationǫ = ǫopt we can set the Doppler scale spacing
to be 0.4 m/s (where we need∆v to be less than 0.2 m/s) to
achieve an SNR upperbound of at least 25 dB. On the other
hand, if an SNR upperbound of 15 dB is sufficient, the Doppler
scale spacing could be as large as 1.0 m/s.

VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCETESTING

In Section IV, it was shown that for the preamble with
K0 = 512 andB = 12 kHz, a speed mismatch of up to 1.5 m/s
did not degrade the detection performance considerably. On
the other hand, the SNR analysis for data reception withK =
1024 andB = 12 kHz in Section V indicated that the speed
mismatch should not exceed 0.3-0.5 m/s to limit ICI. This
suggests a multi-grid approach for the implementation:

1) Coarse-grid search for detection. Only a few parallel
self-correlators are used to monitor the incoming data.
This helps to reduce the receiver complexity.

2) Fine-grid search for data demodulation. After a de-
tection is declared, a set of parallel self-correlators
with better Doppler scale resolution is used only on
the captured preamble. The fine-grid search is centered
around the Doppler scale estimate from the coarse-grid
search.

Instead of a multi-grid search, one may also use an inter-
polation based approach to improve the estimation accuracy
beyond the limit set by the step size. We borrow a technique
from [10], which is usually used in spectral peak location
estimation based on a limited number of DFT samples. After
the coarse or fine-grid search, let|Xk| denote the amplitude
from the branch with the largest correlation output, and
|Xk−1| and |Xk+1| are the amplitudes from the left and right
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Fig. 5. Average velocity estimation error using varying amounts of correlators
and a simple interpolation between the measured points; thin, dashed lines are
γ = 0 dB and thick full lines areγ = 10 dB.

neighbors. With∆a as the grid spacing, we use

δ =
|Xk+1| − |Xk−1|

4|Xk| − 2|Xk−1| − 2|Xk+1|
∆a (33)

to estimate an offsetδ of the Doppler scale deviating from the
strongest branch towards the second strongest branch.

A. Simulations for Velocity Estimation

We set K0 = 512, B = 12 kHz, and an oversampling
factor of λ = 8. The coarse grid spacing is set as∆a =
∆v/c, where∆v is 1.46 m/s. Fig. 5 depicts the root mean
square error of the speed estimatesv̂ = câ, at two SNRs of
0 dB and 10 dB. We observe a “saw-tooth” shape for the
coarse estimates, and the SNR decrease has little impact on
this shape. This suggests that the probability of not finding
the closest branch is negligible and the dominating error is
the quantization to the coarse grid.

After detection of the coarse-grid search, we use another
six self-correlators with spacing of∆v = 0.366 m/s to search
around the estimated Doppler scale from the previous stage.
Much improved estimates are obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.
The achieved accuracy exceeds the mismatch specification
we set earlier of 0.3-0.5 m/s. More degradation of the saw-
tooth shape shows up at low SNR, which is reasonable. As
the separation in tentative Doppler scales between correlators
diminishes, neighboring correlators will have very similar out-
puts. Fig. 5 also shows the RMSE for velocity estimation with
interpolation after the coarse grid search with∆v = 1.46 m/s.
We observe that the interpolation approach is very effective.

B. Results with Experimental Data

We now work on the data from an experiment performed at
Buzzards Bay, Dec. 15, 2006 with a fast-moving transmitter.
The same data set was used previously in [7] to demonstrate
the capability of OFDM reception in a dynamic setup, where
Doppler scale estimation was done based on the measured time
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difference between the LFM pre- and postamble. The lengths
of the transmitted packets in this experiment were fairly long
[7]. For example, withK = 1024, a total of 32 OFDM blocks
are inside one packet, which lasts lasts about3.53 seconds
since each OFDM block hasT = 85.3 ms andTg = 25 ms
in this case.

In addition to the LFM pre- and post-ambles, an OFDM
preamble and an OFDM postamble were also transmitted
along each packet. In Fig. 6 we plot the relative velocity
estimates for three settings: i) using the LFM preamble and
postamble, ii) using the OFDM preamble only, and iii) us-
ing the OFDM postamble only. We observe that the speed
estimates are close to each other. The estimates from the
proposed method differ from those of the previous method
by no more than1 knot (≈ 0.5 m/s) for any transmission. It
is worth pointing out that the LFM method uses the duration
of a complete transmission while the proposed method yields
an estimate based on a single block.

We next carry out a comparison on the BER performance,
where QPSK modulation and a 16-state rate 2/3 convolutional
code was used in the data set [7]. Demodulation and decoding
were done twice for each packet transmission; once using the
Doppler scale estimate obtained from the LFM method and
once using the estimate based on the OFDM preamble only.
Fig. 7 shows that similar uncoded and coded BER results are
obtained. The proposed method, however, avoids the need of
buffering the whole packet before data demodulation.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a new method for detection,
synchronization, and Doppler scale estimation for underwater
acoustic communication based on multicarrier waveforms.
We characterized the receiver operating characteristics and
analyzed the impact of Doppler scale estimation accuracy on
the system performance. With real data, we verified that the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the uncoded and coded bit error rates; decoding after
resampling with either the offline speed estimates based on the LFM pre- and
postambles or based on the new speed estimate for online processing.

performance of the proposed method on Doppler scale estima-
tion is comparable to a previous method based on the LFM
preamble and postamble. The key advantage of the proposed
method is that it avoids the need to buffer the whole packet
before data demodulation. Hence, it is very appealing for the
development of online receivers for multicarrier underwater
acoustic communication.
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